Abstruct-We propose earlier an optimization based flow control for the Internet called Random Early Mark@ (REM). In this paper we propose and evaluate an enhancement that attempts to sped up the convergence of REM in the face of large feedback delays. REM can be regarded as an implementation of an optimization algorithm in a distributed network. The basic idea is to treat the optimization algorithm as a discrete time system and apply linear control techniques to stabilize its transient. We show that the modified algorithm is stable globally and converges exponentially locally. This algorithm translates into an enhanced REM scheme and we illustrate the performance improvement through simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
We proposed earlier a flow control scheme for the Internet called Random Early Marking (REM) [ 11. It is derived from an optimization model where each source is characterized by a utility function that models its valuation of bandwidth and the goal is to maximize aggregate source utility over their transmission rates subject to capacity constraints [2]. 131, [4] . The basic flow control algorithm can be regarded as a distributed computation performed by the sources and links to minimize the dual problem. The algorithm however requires communication between sources and links. This communication requirement is greatly simplified in [51, [l] and leads to REM, a binary feedback scheme similar to Random Early Detection (RED) [6] . The purpose of this paper is to propose an enhancement to REM that attempts to significantly speed up its convergence in the face of large feedback delays.
The value of the optimization model presented in [2], [4]
is twofold. First, though it may not be possible, nor critical, that optimality is exactly attained in a real network, the optimization framework offers a means to explicitly steer the entire network towards a desirable operating point. Second it makes possible a systematic method to design and refine practical flow control schemes, which can be treated simply as implementations of a certain optimization algorithm, where modifications to the flow control mechanism is guided by modifications to the optimization algorithm. For instance, it is well known that Newton algorithm has [l] where the problem is formulated as one of optimizing a social welfare and the flow control mechanisms are derived as solutions to the optimization problem. They differ in their choice of objective functions or their solution approaches, and result in rather different flow control mechanisms to be implemented at the sources and the network links. In particular both [ 1 I], [ 121 and our work solve the same optimization problem of maximizing aggregate utility over source transmission rates. The two works however differ in their solution approach, which lead to different algorithms and their implementation through marking [13] , [I] . See [4] for a detailed comparison.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section I1 we summarize our optimization model and the REM algorithm. In Section In we extend the model to include feedback delay and derive the enhanced algorithm. In Section IV we present preliminary simulation results to illustrate the performance improvement. We conclude in Section V with future work. All proofs are omitted and can be found in a forthcoming full paper. 
OPTIMIZATION MODEL AND REM
The first term of the dual objective function D(p) is decomposed into S separable subproblems (4-5). If we interpret pi as the price per unit bandwidth at link 1 then ps is the total price per unit bandwidth for all links in the path of S.
Hence zapa represents the bandwidth cost to source s when it transmits at rate E,, and B8(p8) represents the maximum benefit s can achieve at the given price pa. 
Here z'(t) := CsEs(l) z8(t) is the aggregate source rate at link I at time t, and [2]+ = max{z,O}. Hence a link raises or reduces its price accordingly as the demand 2' (t) is greater or less than the supply cr of bandwidth. A source raises or reduces its rate accordingly as the path price p8(t) is low or high (see (6)).
It is shown in [4] that provided all utility functions are strictly concave increasing and their second derivatives are bounded away from zero, the basic OFC (optimization flow control) algorithm A1 converges to yield the optimal rates for sufficiently small stepsize 7. As discussed there, though the optimization problem is formulated as a static problem the flow control algorithm naturally adapts to changing link capacities and set of sources at a link. simply use the current link capacity q(t) and the current set S(l;t) of sources at link 1. Algorithm A1 requires communication of link prices to sources and source rates to links, and hence cannot be implemented on the Internet. In [SI we show that a link can simply set its price to a fraction of the buffer occupancy. This is equivalent to the link estimating the aggregate source rate z'(t) by the measured aggregate input rate $ l ( t ) at the link and using this estimate in the calculation of the gradient. We prove there that this approximate gradient projection algorithm also converges to yield the optimal rates. This simplification eliminates the need for explicit communication from sources to links. In the reversed direction we propose a method in [l] that communicates link prices to sources using only binary feedback. The basic idea is for a link to mark a packet with a probability that is exponential to its link price pr (t) so that the end to end marking probability of a packet is exponential to the path price ps (t) . A source can then estimate the end to end marking probability and hence p 8 ( t ) . This can be implemented using the proposed ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) a"@) = -log2(1 -??P(t)) 2. Choose a new transmission rate zs(t + 1) for the next period: z,(t + 1) = z8(lj8(t)).
ENHANCED ALGORITHM
The model and algorithms in the last section assume zero feedback delay. In this section we relax this assumption and propose an enhanced algorithm.
Let 71, and r81 be the (constant) delay from link 2 to source 8 and from s to 1, respectively. Let 2 = maxp,t,,C~p~ + ~, 1 I s E S(2) n S(I')}. We will see be- are not saturated in equilibrium and hence can be omitted from consideration. Then provided that the stepsize is sufficiently small the sequence { p ( t ) } generated by (7-8) converges to p*. Moreover for all sufficiently large t, we have pi(t) > 0 for all I, and we can omit the projection operation in price computation for sufficiently large t. As-
(p). Then the system is described by:
S € S ( I )
We will regard (9-10) as a discrete time system to be stabilized, where the states are the link prices. For the rest of the section we first consider the linearized system of (9-10) in the neighbourhood of the unique equilibrium p*. Then we will design a deadbeat controller for the linearized system to speed up its convergence. This control law however requires a link to know the entire network 2The simulation in Section IV also shows what might happen when dual optimal prices are nonunique: link prices may oscillate between two dual optimal limit points while source rates converge to the unique primal optimal vector.
0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 ( c ) 2000 IEEE topology and is therefore impractical. Next we derive an approximate control law that can be implemented by each link using local information. Finally we apply the control law to the REM algorithm.
Even though the control laws are derived for a linear system around the equilibriump* their performance in the nonlinear setting away from the equilibrium is investigated in the next section through simulation.
A. Linearized system
Let p(t) be the (2 + l)L dimensional expanded 'state': is because in response to a price change at link l', sources s E S(1) n S(1') that traverse both links I' and I adjust their rates, which then affect the price at link 1. Hence there is a delay of Tits + r81 for a price update at link I' to affect the price at link 1 through shared sources S. This coupling of link prices is described by blp .
To express (1 1) in matrix form, define the L x L matrices A(T), T = 0,. . . , z, by:
[A(7)111' = P S W ) l(7-1'8 + 781 = 7)
8cs(l)ns([I)
Then we have, defining @(t) = E(t) ij(t -1) a .
. ij(t -
This describes the local behavior of the gradient projection algorithm around the (unique) equilibrium p* when the feedback delays are nonzero. Note the difference between our system and that of [18]. Their system has two important features that simplify significantly the controller design. First their control (the explicit rates) are calculated at the network link where the current as well as past buffer levels are available. Second, all sources receive the same explicit rate (single congestion node case), except possibly with different feedback delay, and these past rates are also available at the link for calculation. These allow a simple proportional-plus-derivative controller and lead to the simple close loop equations (38) and (39) in their paper. In our case, current source rates are not available at a link; moreover a link may not know the value of +rsl and hence may not be able to use past source rates in price adjustment (except the most recent one). On the other hand a link always has the most current price, so we consider a controller that uses only past values of local prices.
B. Deadbeat controller
Suppose in computing a new price each link 1 averages its past link prices and diagonally scale the gradient:
0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE Note that link 1 uses only the most recent source rates and this does not require it to know the value of r81. The goal is to compute the averaging parameters pi ( T ) and the scaling parameter 7 1 in order to place the poles of the discrete time system (12) at the origin, i.e., deadbeat control law. In equilibrium both sides of (12) Note that the above theorem ensures rapid convergence only around the unique equilibrium point. p*. In order to choose the averaging parameters pi (7) to place all poles at the origin, we have given up the choice of stepsize 7 (which now becomes a matrix). This loss of freedom may upset global stability. This is indeed observed in our simulation, presented in the next section. agonal matrices M ( T ) and G.
C. Appmxinlate deadbeat controller
Theorem 1 describes how to choose the averaging matrices M(T) and the gain matrix G to enforce rapid convergence towards the equilibrium p* when the system is in a neighborhood of p'. However the equations (15) (16) in the theorem can only be solved centrally, as the off-diagonal elements of the matrices A(T) imply that a link needs to know information on sources at other links, and hence is impractical. In this subsection we derive an approximation to the control law of the last section that can be implemented by individual links locally. The idea is to approximate the matrices A(T) by their diagonal terms.
Let B(7) This means that we can choose 7 to be sufficiently small to ensure global convergence; contrast this with the exact deadbeat control law of the last subsection. We will see in the next section that the performance of this controller can be better than that of the exact deadbeat controller whose stepsize y is fixed by the condition (13). The conditions corresponding to (15-17) in Theorem I reduce to the following choice of weights pr (18-22) . The linearized system around the unique equilibrium p* is then given by, after some algebra, 
D. Enhanced REM
In this subsection we apply the control law (18-22) to the REM algorithm. The only modification is in Step 1 of A2:
instead of setting price pl (t) = ybl(t) to be a fraction of its buffer occupancy, link 1 updates its price according to (23) with weights pl (7) given by (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
Iv. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we illustrate the effectiveness of the control laws through preliminary simulations. We will present results that compare the performance of gradient projection algorithm A1 with the deadbeat control law defined by Theorem 1, and with its approximation (18-22). We will then compare the performance of the original REM algorithm A2 with the enhanced version described in Section Ill-D. We emphasize that though the control laws are derived from 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE
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In this section we present in Figure 3 three sets of results on the system dynamics under the basic OFC algorithm Al, under the deadbeat controller described in equations (12)- (17) , and under the approximation to the deadbeat controller described by equations (18)-(22). Each set of results consists of a graph of the source transmission rate ss, link price pl and buffer occupancy ql .
We can see from Figure 3 that all of the algorithms converge to the theoretically optimum operating point (given in table I). The major differences are in the degree of oscillation and speed of convergence. We can see from the figures that the application of the deadbeat controller (both in exact and approximate forms) can speed up the convergence significantly. Moreover the buffer requirement under the approximate deadbeat controller is 25% less than the other two schemes. However, as noted after Theorem 1 the inability of the exact deadbeat control law to choose the stepsize (and indeed the direction) of the optimization algorithm may upset global stability. This is illustrated in Figure 3(b) where the source rate of the first source oscillates around the equilibrium from time 7ms to 80ms. Furthermore, as noted in Section ID, when dual optimal prices are nonunique, link prices may oscillate between two dual optima1 limit points without ever converging while source rates converge to the unique primal optimal vector. This is illustrated in figure  3 (c) where the link prices oscillate but the source rates have converged to the unique primal optimal.
B. Random Early Marking
Random Early Marking simplifies greatly communication between links and sources. In this section we present Figure 4 shows the results for REM: first using the algorithm A2, then with the exact deadbeat controller, and finally using the approximate deadbeat controller. The results are similar to those of the last subsection. While the use of binary feedback introduces extra oscillation around the equilibrium values, the oscillations are relatively small in magnitude. Again the use of the deadbeat controller (both in the exact and approximate form) speeds up system convergence and reduces the buffer requirement.
V. CONCLUSION
We have derived an enhanced REM algorithm for Internet flow control and illustrated the performance improvement through simulation. The basic idea is to stabilize the transient behavior of the optimization algorithm of which REM is an implementation, by averaging over past prices. The averaging allows us to place the poles of the linearized system around the origin, ensuring exponential convergence locally. Simulation shows significant improvement in convergence and performance (buffering requirement) over the original REM. More importantly, perhaps, this procedure demonstrates the advantage of the optimization framework which allows a systematic refinement of practical flow control schemes.
We now comment on limitations of this preliminary work. The control law of Section 111-C, though much simpler than the exact deadbeat controller, still involves significant overhead. It requires a link I to know p a (p') of sources s going through link 1 and their round trip delays. This may be impractical for a large network. may be easy to determine, e.g., for the quadratic utility functions used in Section IV, p,(p') is (approximately) a constant which can be communicated to the links during connection setup. We have also tried simple rules such as choosing to be the reciprocal of the number of sources at link 1 and it seems to work fine. We are currently investigating ways to systematically derive simpler control laws with provably good performance. 
